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CAC Attendance Software Features
Main Functions:
• Flexible Sign-In Register
• Automatic Generation of Presence Events
• Profile Based Assignment
The application of schedules to dates is done by way of profiles.
A profile can have various different schedules applied to the same time period once they
don’t overlap.
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•

Multiple Time Periods
Different presence periods can be defined within each schedule, indicating the time period
during which the user can or should be present.

•

Definition of courtesy times within time slots
Within each of the periods there is the option to specify entering and exiting courtesy times
which indicate the time at which delays can begin to be registered.

•

Different Schedule Types: rigid and flexible
o Rigid Schedules: Comprised of a series of time slots which indicate the times the employee
should be present. This time is calculated based on the total of the various time slots.
o Flexible Schedules: Comprised of one or various slots which indicate the time during which
the employee can be present, but the total presence time which must be fulfilled each day is
indicated separately.

•

Night Schedules can be defined

•

Justified Absences can be defined
If it is known that a person is to be absent on a certain day for a specific period, a justified
absence can be generated for that period on that day and a event type selected to indicate
the nature of the absence.
The assignment of holidays is done by way of justified absences identified as holidays.

•

Defining Work Days
You can define certain weekdays as work days (set by default to Monday to Friday) during
which presence data will be recorded.

•

Defining Official Holidays
Annual official holidays can be defined, and are set commonly for all employees independently
of their justified absences.

•

Real time control of sign-ins and people present currently or at earlier points

•

Definition of sign in intervals within each slot
Within which sign-ins will generate events.

•

Definition of opening and closing thresholds
Which will indicate the minimum time which can elapse between two sign-ins to open or
close events.

•

Theoretical Hours Check
Hours which according to the schedule each employee must work within a specific time
period.

•

Calculation of the real hours worked by each employee

•

Control over excess or insufficient hours worked by the employee
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•

Control of sign in errors
Expressing them as presences pending closure. These can be rapidly converted to presences
in one sole action.

•

Manual correction of employee presence anomalies
Manual editing, deletion and creation of events.

•

Definition of justification types
To assign them to absences which have been justified.

•

Definition of sign in codes
Which will be assigned to the events generated by these sign-ins. These are sent by readers
fitted with a keypad.

•

Detailed Event Check
You can check the sign-ins which have resulted in the generation of an event, the duration of
the event, etc.

•

Filtered Presence View
Possibility of filtering an employee’s events.

•

Automatic importing of sign-ins from the central unit

•

Automatic Generation of Events
The event generation process exists when there are sign-ins pending registration and the
process button is activated.

•

Backup and recovery of the presence database

•

With the application minimised it is possible to:
o Check the employees present
o Show the sign-ins generated in the central unit and the user’s details in real time.

•

Selection of the presence readers to be used. You can select any of the existing readers in the
system or any reader connected to the same.
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Technical Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operating Systems Supported: Windows XP and Windows Vista.
MySql 4.1 Database Server.
Single User System / CAC Server (essential)
Multi-Language Application (currently supports English, French and Spanish ).
Unlimited number of employees, schedules and profiles (assuming memory is available).
Independent Exporting (independent of other software) of lists to PDF, Excel, CSV,... etc.
Editing of filters and groupings into lists, personalised modification of the current layout.

Minimum Requirements
In order to launch the application the following requirements must be adhered to:
Compatible Operating Systems:
Windows XP con Service Pack 2 (minimum).
Windows Vista.
Windows.NET Framework:
Version 3.5 included on the CD.
The program will attempt to install the latest version of .NET Framework if there is an internet connection.
Processor:
1 GHz Pentium Processor or equivalent (recommended).
RAM:
1Gb (minimum recommended) or above.
Hard Drive:
250Mb available on the hard drive (minimum).
Screen:
800 x 600, 256 colours (minimum).
1024 x 768 high density colour, 32 bits (recommended).
Network Card:
Network Card with 10/100 speed or above.
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CAC ATTENDANCE
The CAC Access application is a Client Application tool that allows you to manage access control systems.
This application is designed for personnel control by way of sign-ins which are recorded at a presence
control terminal via a personal identifier (proximity card, key fob...etc).
Subsequently it allows the compilation of the information for schedule management, calculation of time
worked, personnel monitoring, calculation of justified absences and the parameters specified for each
employee. The CAC Attendance application allows you to capture, define and control the time spent by a
company’s employees via a CAC system.
This application is dependent on the CAC Server and Database applications, requiring that these applications
be activated.

CAC ARCHITECTURE
A CAC access control system is comprised of hardware on the one hand: CAC central units, readers,
decoders etc.. and on the other, software facilitating system configuration and management.
With regard to the system’s software management, CAC has several applications that will enable you to
configure and manage the different options and possibilities it offers.
These applications are grouped under «Server Applications» and «Client Applications»:
- Server Applications (Managed by the Installer):
· CAC Control Server: is the application in which the installer defines the system’s hardware elements
which, in turn, act as the server for the remaining CAC architecture client applications and as a
communications server with the CAC system.
The PC in which the CAC server is installed should be connected directly to the system through an
adequate interface (consult the the PC Connections - Central Unit section in the CAC Server Manual
Code 97307, attached on the CD).
· CAC Database Server: is the database application in which all the system information is stored
(users, incidents, etc.), and from which the rest of the user applications and the CAC Server itself
are powered.
The whole CAC system must have a single CAC Server application and CAC Database.
- Client Applications: are the applications developed for the user which allow maximum use of the
functions offered by the CAC system, through a simple, highly intuitive graphical interface, allowing
actions be taken over the installation, consultation and viewing of information relevant to the system
(events, users etc..), all in online/offline mode via the server applications.
Various client applications exist, each one of which is focused on the management and control of
certain CAC system functions. In this way, each user has one or more client applications, depending
on the functions of the CAC system he or she wishes to use, thus permitting very simple, structured
management of the access control installation.
Furthermore, thanks to the architecture employed in CAC, each client application may be installed on
one or various computers on the same network, these being multi-station applications. Although the
ATTENDANCE client application may be installed on various computers on the same network, it
can only be executed once. If there is any other edition in operation the application will advise us by
way of the following screen:

There is another CAC Attendance system currently operating on the network

IMPORTANT NOTE:
It is not recommended to edit/delete a user with two client applications open.
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CAC ATTENDANCE Quick Configuration Guide
Below are the steps to be followed when configuring the system parameters which allow Presence Control
Management.
Once these parameters have been configured the application will be ready to carry out personnel control by
way of sign-ins. These sign-ins are compiled on a presence control terminal using a personnel identifier
(proximity card, key fob....etc).
Subsequently presence control allows the compilation of the information for schedule management, calculation
of time worked, personnel monitoring, calculation of justified absences and the parameters specified for
each employee. The CAC Attendance application allows you to capture, define and control the time spent
by a company’s employees via a CAC system.
1) Define Companies
2) Define Presence Profiles
3) Define Calendars
3.1.- Schedules

3.1.1. Flexible Schedule
3.1.2. Inflexible Schedule
3.2.- Dates
3.3.- Work Days
3.4.- Holidays / Official Holidays
3.5.- Entrance / Exit Threshold:
3.6.- Show sign-ins over the last “H” hours
4) Define Departments
5) Define Employees
5.1.- Sign-In:
5.1.1. General Information: Name and Surname, Department, Identifier.
5.1.2. Duration: Dates of Incorporation, starting and leaving.
5.1.3. Contact Details: Extensions, Telephone Number, Address, Email.
5.1.4. Profiles.
Presence Profile
Access Control Profile
6) Reader Selection for Presence Detection
7) Define Justification Types
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Brief Description:
1) Define Companies

Define the company/ies from which a company has subcontracted employees. It allows us to have
various companies created and select the ones we want to work with.
2) Define Presence Profiles

Define the different presence profiles.
The Profile determines the role/alias to be used for an employee when compiling presence data.
3) Define Calendars.
Define calendars.
The Calendar screen is where we assign the working schedule to each employee. This option’s
basic operation requires you to select working days at the planning stage as they appear on the
screen and assign a schedule to them. At this point the program considers that the employee is
required to complete his/her working schedule on the specified days, where this is not the case an
absence will be recorded.
Based on this screen the SCHEDULES are created and assigned a specific PROFILE
within certain DATES to prepare the CALENDAR.
The Calendar is assigned to the user via his/her Presence Profile.
3.1.- Schedules:

Defining Schedules.
A schedule is a daily presence period to be completed by an associated employee (hours
which according to the specified schedule he/she must work). This is comprised of one or
more presence slots which indicate the time period during which the user must be present.
Night Schedules can be defined. There can be two types:
3.1.1. Flexible Schedule
It allows a minimum number of hours as determined by schedule and in a time interval
set within the sign-in interval be recorded.
3.1.2. Inflexible Schedule
Requires a sign-in within the interval between the Obligatory Start Time and Finish
Time.
3.2.- Dates:
Define the days for each Schedule.
3.3.- Work Days:
Define the work days during which employees’ presence details will be compiled.
3.4.- Holidays / Official Holidays:
Define holidays and official holidays common to all employees and during which presence
details will not be compiled.
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3.5.- Entrance / Exit Threshold:
Define the entrance and exit thresholds.
Which will indicate the minimum time which can elapse between two sign-ins to open or close
events.
3.6.- Show sign-ins over the last «H» hours
Define the preview limit in hours for sign-ins appearing on the «start» screen.

4) Define Departments.
Define departments.
To facilitate user management, you can create departments, associating each user with his or her
department. This data is not obligatory and can be left blank, however it is useful as it associates the
employee with his/her department. Employees appear grouped based on this data.
You can create an unlimited number of departments.

5) Define Employees.
Define Presence employees. The access control users are imported and visible on the Attendance
Application, which means that they will not need to be re-registered on this application (however they
must be assigned a Presence Profile if you want to compile their presence data).
The Calendar is assigned to the user via his/her Presence Profile.
Every user will be identified based on his/her personal data, a presence profile (which determines
their role/alias to be used when compiling presence data), a department, their identifier.
5.1.- Sign-In:
Here you can define the following employee data:

5.1.1. General Information: Name and Surname, Department, Identifier.
5.1.2. Duration: Dates of Incorporation, staring and leaving.
5.1.3. Contact Details: Extensions, Telephone Number, Address, Email.
5.1.4. Profiles.
Presence Profile: should be assigned to employees for whom presence data is
compiled. Therefore if there are any Access Control Users for whom presence data
needs to be compiled this should be assigned.
Access Control Profile: uneditable via the presence application. For more information
consult the CAC Access Manual Code. 97308 (on the attached CD).

6) Reader Selection for Presence Detection.
Select the readers to be used in presence detection.
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7) Define Justification Types.
Define the different justification types to assign them to the justified absences, for example: doctor’s
visit, breastfeeding break ....etc.
These justified absences can be selected as recoverable or non-recoverable.
You can define up to 20 sign-in codes.
You should activate the following option on the reader screen: Enable codes: Allows you to enter Absence
Justification Codes on the selected readers.
The reader/s for this function should be Proximity Readers which can be connected via the Door Controller
and have a Keypad.
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Glossary of Terms
* Sign-Ins
To ensure that an employee’s sign-ins are calculated correctly they must always be in an even
number. This means that each sign-in should have a corresponding sign-out as a minimum, to
allow the employee’s hours to be counted.
* Event
Period of time calculated in processing an employee’s data.
Event Types:
* Presence
Period of time during which the employee was present, based around a sign-in on entry
and a sign-out on exit.
* Presence Pending
Period of time during which a user has entered but no exit has been recorded confirming
the employee’s presence.
* Theoretical Presence
A presence which theoretically should occur. Deduced based on the assigned schedule,
global holidays and justified absences for the type of holiday.
* Justified Absence
This is an absence for which the reason is known, which should not be recorded as a
normal absence and therefore is recorded as justified. The user can define holiday
justification types, allowing this time be deducted from real theoretical time.

Event Calculation.
The calculation of events for a user within a certain period of time is done based on:
1. The user’s incidents as read during that period of time and in chronological order.
2. The slots and the type of schedule assigned during this time period.
3. The type of event immediately prior to the incident’s date of occurrence where this exists.
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Behaviour.
A sign-in which has as yet not generated an event and which falls within the range of a time slot
will behave in the following way:
o If there is a «Presence Pending» during this slot it will be recorded as a «Presence»,
and will then generate an «Absence» until the end of the time slot if the time remaining
is over the exiting courtesy time and the schedule is inflexible.
o The event will be recorded as «Presence Pending» if the time elapsed between the
last presence detected within this slot is greater than the entry threshold or if there is
no «Presence».
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INSTALLATION of the CAC Server applications and CAC Database
As detailed above, the CAC system requires two server applications (CAC Server and CAC Database) for
its configuration and for the correct operation of the client applications.
These applications should always be running so that the different client applications can work in online
mode (online, in real time) with the system. Otherwise the client applications will work in offline mode and
the changes or actions carried out on the system will not have any effect until the server applications are
initiated.
The system installer will only work on the CAC Server application, by means of which the hardware elements
of the installation are configured, whereas with the CAC Database application, its services should only be
started up in order for the CAC system to operate correctly.
Consult the «Installation and Initial Configuration of Server Applications» section of the CAC Server Manual
Code 97307 (on the attached CD).

ACCESSING THE ATTENDANCE APPLICATION FOR THE FIRST TIME
Installing the CAC Attendance Software.

As the ATTENDANCE application works in line with the CAC Server and Database applications, their icons
are shown below:

Execute the Attendance Application:

If it is the first time the application has been started up a demo will be launched to facilitate easy configuration
of some of the programme parameters.
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CAC Server Configuration
This screen requires the user to select from a list or manually enter the CAC Server and Database Addresses.
You can enter the machine name in addition to the IP address. The names of all the machines on the
network will appear on the drop-down list. Pressing «Accept» you move onto the next screen, to exit the
application press «Cancel».

Login and Password Request Screen
To access the CAC Attendance application, it is necessary to enter a login and password.

The application is designed so that only one user can have access indicating their username and
password based on which the system will allow access. If you press the cancel button the system will
close down.
Usename: system
Password: fermax

From the Server application new logins and
passwords may be created, with different access
levels to the server and client applications. This
point is explained in the «Management of Logins
and Authorisations» Section

The «activate demo» option starts the configuration demo, which is always executed the first time the
application is launched.
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Delete Previous Installation
If the system finds a previous presence detection installation, you will be alerted in the following manner.

Company Name Request
On this screen the user is asked to enter the name of the company for which presence control is to be
used. A default company with this name will be automatically generated. if we press «Next» we will move
onto the next configuration screen, if we press «Cancel» we will exit the application and if we press «End»
we will exit the configuration demo and the application will begin to execute using the pre-determined
configuration settings.
It is not absolutely necessary to enter the company name here, as it can be defined on the COMPANIES
screen accessed from the application’s MAIN MENU.

Selecting Work Days
Then the user will be asked to select work days during which employee presence data will be recorded.
Days not registered as work days will not record presence data.
It’s not absolutely necessary to select work days here, as they can be defined in the OFFICIAL HOLIDAYS
screen accessed via the application’s TOOLS - OPTIONS.
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Selection of Presence Readers
Then the user will be asked to select the readers from which sign-ins will be registered.
It’s not absolutely necessary to select readers here, as they can be defined in the READERS screen
accessed via the application’s TOOLS - OPTIONS.

Having pressed «End» we enter the main screen of the Attendance application:
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STARTING UP THE ATTENDANCE APPLICATION
Execute the Attendance Application:

To access the CAC Attendance application, it is necessary to enter a login and password.

The application is designed so that only one user can have access indicating their username and
password based on which the system will allow access. If you press the cancel button the system will
close down.
Username: system
Password: fermax

From the Server application new logins and
passwords may be created, with different access
levels to the server and client applications. This
point is explained in the «Management of Logins
and Authorisations» Section

Having pressed «Accept» we enter the main screen of the Attendance application:
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MAIN SCREEN of the CAC ACCESS APPLICATION
Once the access password has been entered, the application starts up and shows the system's main
screen:
General Use and Rapid Access Buttons

Main Menu

GENERAL USE AND RAPID ACCESS BUTTONS
Archive. You can access the following screens:
- Employees
- Departments
- Company
- Profile
- Schedule
View. You can access the following screens:
- Year: You can select the year for which we wish to obtain presence data. All
presence data shown by the application will be from the selected year. In the
same way a total summary will also be based on the selected year. Any of the
years with presence data in addition to the current year can be selected as
default.
Companies
- Departments
- Employees
- Profiles
- Schedules
- Status
- Presence
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Tools. You can access the following screens:
- Options
- Backup/Restore/Start-Up
- Select Language

- Options. You can access one of the following Menus:
* General
* Network Connections
* View
* Times
* Readers
* Security
* Justification Types
* Official Holidays
- Backup/Restore/Start-UpYou can access one of the following Menus:
* Save Data (Backup)
* Restore Data
* Start-Up
* Save Sign-In Data

- Languages Available

Before describing the functions of each of the screens which comprise the Main Menu you should be
aware of the functions of each of the buttons common to all screens, which form part of a standard toolbar.
Add: Add a new entry (on the active screen, for example: profile, employees ....etc )
Delete: Delete an Entry
Confirm: Save changes to an entry
Cancel: Cancel the changes entered
Scrollbars:
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Start (brings you to the first entry)

Back (to the previous entry)

End (brings us to the last entry)

Next (to the next entry)
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TOOLS - Options
This screen contains various configuration elements which must be programmed before creating the
Main Menu screens.
General
Allows you to modify the connection, viewing and application timing options.

Network Connections
Shows the Database and CAC Servers’ IP addresses.

View
Allows you assign a colour to each type of event.
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Times
Allows you configure the entrance and exit threshold which indicate the minimum time which may
elapse between two sign-ins to allow events be opened or closed. The third parameter indicates the
viewing limit in hours for sign-ins appearing on the main screen.

Exit Threshold: This is the minimum time which must elapse from when a pending presence is
opened (sign-in) until it is converted into a confirmed presence.
Entrance Threshold: This is the minimum time which must elapse from when a presence is
closed (sign-out) until a new one can be opened.
Both thresholds are defined to prevent sign-ins being triggered too close together as a result of
human error (signing in twice in a row). As a result the entrance and exit thresholds indicate the
minimum time which may elapse between two sign-ins to allow events be opened or closed.

Presence: Period of time during which the employee was present, based around a sign-in on
entry and a sign-out on exit.
Sign-In:To ensure that an employee’s sign-ins are calculated correctly they must always be in an
even number. This means that each sign-in should have a corresponding sign-out as a minimum,
there must be one of each to allow the employee’s hours to be counted.

Example: Entrance Threshold: 30 minutes / Exit Threshold: 30 minutes
7:00

7:30

Entrance Threshold

F2
Sign-In not recorded as
generated
within
the
entrance threshold.

F1
Sign-In:
- opens presence data
- the entrance threshold time begins

12:00

12:30
Exit Threshold

F4
Sign-Out not recorded as
generated within the exit
threshold.

F3
Sign-Out:
- closes presence data
- the exit threshold time begins

15:00

7:30

Entrance Threshold

F5
Sign-In:
- opens presence data
- the entrance threshold time
begins

Reset Sign-In Counter: Only use the Reset Incident Counter option where the system has been
reset, which is necessary when processing all past incidents.
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Readers
Selection of the readers to be used in presence control (sign-ins). You can select any of the individual
existing readers in the system or any reader connected to the same.
This screen will show a list of readers which are registered and available on the system (via the
Server application). Tick the box for the reader/s to be used to sign-in.
Furthermore, the «Any access point connected to the FXL Network» option allows you to use any
reader connected to the installation but not registered on the system (not shown on the list) as a signin reader.
Enable Codes: Allows you to enter Absence Justification Codes on the selected readers. The
Codes and Justification Types assigned to each code are assigned on the «Justification Types»
screen.

Security
Allows you select the option to enter a Username and Password after minimising the screen. Tick/
Untick the box you require.
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Justification Types
Allows you manage the possible justification types so as to assign them to justified absences such
as: doctor’s visit, breastfeeding break, annual leave (If it is known that a person is going to be absent
on a certain day during a determinate time, a justified absence can be generated for that period on
that day and a type selected to indicate the nature of the absence).....etc
These justified absences can be selected as recoverable or non-recoverable.
The Codes and Justification Types assigned to each code are assigned on this screen.
You should activate the following option on the reader screen: Enable Codes:Allows you to enter
Absence Justification Codes on the selected readers.
Sign-In Codes: You can define up to 20 sign-in codes. These codes can be entered by an
employee when they sign-in to indicate the reason for entry or exit. Later when this sign-in data is
compiled the code entered at that time will be included.
The reader/s for this function should be Proximity Readers which can be connected via the
Door Controller and have a Keypad.

Official Holidays
Allows you manage Work Days and Official Holidays.
Work Days: Work Days during which the employees’ presence will be recorded. Days not registered
as work days will not record presence data.
Official Holidays: Official holidays will be grouped into months and years and no presence data will
be compiled. Annual holidays can be defined, and are set commonly for all employees independently
of their justified absences.
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TOOLS - Backup/Restore/Start-Up.....
A dialogue box will appear on this screen from which you can save the presence control database’s
current status or restore a previously saved database.

1. Save Data / Configuration

2. Restore Data / Configuration

3. Start-Up Database

4. Save sign-ins prior to:

Save Data

Restore Data

Start-Up
Save .....

Close

Save Data / Configuration
Make a back-up copy of all data and the configuration of the current presence control database. On
selecting the option, a window will appear requesting the name of the file (.att) to be saved:
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Restore Data / Configuration
Restore a previously saved database.
It is important that before restoring a previously saved copy you save a copy of the current database
in the Back-Up folder with the name CAC_Backup (TimeDay).att. The reason for this is that where the
restoration fails you can return to a secure copy of the application. The programme will advise the
following:

Start-Up
Delete all current presence information from the database.
It is important that before starting up, you save a copy of the current database in the Back-Up folder
with the name CAC_Backup (TimeDay).att. The reason for this is to allow you to recover the previous
data/configuration. The programme will advise the following:

Save Sign-Ins prior to (date)
Export and delete incidents on the current database up to the selected date.
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MAIN MENU - Start
Automatic Generation of Events
The event generation process exists when there are sign-ins pending recording and the Process
button is activated.
Clicking on «Start» the main panel loads a summary of the application data such as the number of
companies, departments, employees and an updated list in real time of the most recent sign-ins and
the people they relate to.
Application Status
You can check the application’s status at any time via the indicator located in the lower left
hand side of the application.
The application can have one of the following status at any time:
1. Receiving Sign-Ins
2. Receiving and Processing Sign-Ins
In the first status the application requires the central unit to send any newly generated sign-ins
in the 10 seconds since the last request. Furthermore during this process the employees are
synchronised from the central unit to the presence control application.
In the second case, having input the request to the central unit every 10 seconds and having
received new sign-ins, the presence event generation process (or sign-in processing) is executed.
Both processes, the receipt of sign-ins and the processing of events are apparent to the user
(it is not necessary to manually activate any option for these calculations). Both the sign-in
recovery process and the presence control processing are done in the background, once
uninterrupted, any time the user attempts to check or edit the programme.
Changing Status
While the application is maximised and you see a panel other than the «Start» panel, the
application will remain in Status 1 (Sign-In Receipt). That is, events cannot be generated
while you are navigating through different application panels as any change can effect the
event generation process.
For the application to enter status 2, you just need to minimise it (this also means it uses less
memory) or select the «Start» panel.
Application Minimised:
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Start Panel:

o «Print». The «Start» screen has a Print button, on pressing it a data preview is shown
which allows you to view the data as it would appear printed on paper.
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Then you can print (save in different file formats) and send by e-mail or cancel.

Toolbar shown on the data preview screen:

Functions of each of the buttons:
Find text: Find specific text in the report
Personalise: Personalise the report
Open: Open a document
Save Save the report
Print: Send a printed copy
Rapid Print
Page Configuration
Edit page header or footer
Scale
Hand Tool
Zoom Buttons:
Zoom

Expand

Zoom Out

Zoom In

Various Pages
Page Colour
Watermark
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Export the document into different formats :
Available Formats

Send the document by email.
Available Formats

All formats will have their corresponding
Export Options.
For example: for PDF

All formats will have their corresponding
Export Options.
For example: for PDF

On pressing «Accept» the
report will be saved in the
chosen format and a new
message will be opened
to send it by email.

Close: Close the preview screen.
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o «Check Presence Data». The «Start» screen has a Check Presence Data button, pressing
it we see the presence data screen for the present day. For more details on this go to «MAIN
MENU - Presence».
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MAIN MENU - Companies
This screen is used to define companies from which a company has sub-contracted employees. It
allows us to have various companies created and select the ones we want to work with at any one
time.

Loads a panel on the main panel with information regarding companies set-up on the application.
This window allows you to modify (double click on the company), insert or delete. We can move scroll
through the different companies using the buttons on the navigation bar.
Whether we are modifying a company or adding a new one, a window will appear with the company’s
details. This form will appear empty where we are creating a new company or will obtain the company’s
current details if we have double clicked on it. The details which will appear on the form are: Name,
address, telephone, company logo, and their default profile. These fields are optional.
To store the modified data you have to press the «Save and Close» button which saves the form’s
details and closes it.
Below is the form with the details which appear when creating a new company.

NOTE:
Where the employee does not have an associated presence profile, that of his/her department will be
used, or where not available that of his/her company.
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MAIN MENU - Departments
The departments are defined on this screen.
To facilitate user management, you can create departments, associating each user with his or her
corresponding department. On identifying the employee with a department, you can then make a list
dividing the employees based on this data. This data is not obligatory and can be left blank.
Load the data relating to the existing departments set-up on the application. Allows you to edit (double
click on the department) insert or delete. We can move scroll through the different departments using
the buttons on the navigation bar.
Whether we are modifying a department or adding a new one, a window will appear with the department’s
details. This form will appear empty where we are creating a new department or will obtain the
department’s current details if we have double clicked on it. The details which will appear on the form
are: Name, company and profile. These fields are optional.
To store the modified data you have to press the «Save and Close» button which saves the form’s
details and closes it.
Below is the form with the data which appears when creating a new department.

NOTE:
Where the employee does not have an associated presence profile, that of his/her department will be
used, or where not available that of his/her company.
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MAIN MENU - Employees
The employees are defined on this screen. Shows the employees set-up on the application on the
main screen.

This window allows you to modify (double click on the employee), insert or delete. Editing or
inserting employees opens the following form Sheet:

Fields with
different
Employee
information
Employee
Photo

Image from the
above screen.

Name and
Photo of
Selected
Employee
Navigation Bar
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Card
-

Shows different fields with different information on the employee in question.

-

Below there is a navigation bar to allow you to move between employees and the name and
picture of the current employee selected are also shown. These fields are visible from all form’s
fields so we know what employee we are working on at any time.

-

The employee’s photo appears on the right of the field. The image shown above will appear
by default. Right-clicking on picture a drop-down menu will appear which we can use to change
the picture (Load), copy. paste, delete, etc.

The different fields shown are:
General Information:
* Name and Surname(s): User’s Personal Details.
* Department: Using the drop-down menu, select the department the user belongs to.
* Identifier: Device Number assigned to the user (proximity card, key fob, etc,,).
Validity:
*Date of Incorporation: Sign-Ins are computed from this date.
* Start Date: Date on which the employee was set up on the data base, (no data
is available prior to this date).

*Date of Leaving: Date on which the employee was removed from the data base, (no data
is available subsequent to this date).

Contact Details:
*Extensions, Telephone Number, Address, Email: User’s Personal Details.
Profiles:
* Presence Profiles: Selected from the drop-down list. Determines the employee role/alias to be used
when computing presence data. Where the employee does not have an associated presence profile,
that of his/her department will be used, or where not available that of his/her company.
* Access Control Profile: Profile defined to control a user’s access to a specific area during a certain
time period. These profiles are created and assigned in the Access Application. For more information
consult the CAC Access Manual Code. 97308.
For Access Control users the Identifier and Access Control Profile cannot be edited via the Presence
Application. These fields must be edited via the Access Application.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
There are various Client Applications.
The CAC Attendance application allows you to capture, define and control the time spent by a company’s
employees via a CAC system.
The most influential characteristics in determining employee presence using CAC Attendance is the analysis
of each sign-in event. These are analysed to detect an employee’s presence within a certain time interval.
The CAC Access application allows you to manage access control systems. The access control users
are imported and visible on the Attendance Application.
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Access Control User Card
The Identifier and Access Control Profile cannot be edited via the Presence Application. These fields must
be edited via the Access Application.

The Identifier and Access Control Profile
cannot be edited.

Incidents
Shows sign-ins grouped into the days on which the employee in question was registered as being
present (selected via the general menu).
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Total Summary
Shows a table with different presence data relating to the employee between the «Start Date» and
«End Date». The data for the present month will appear by default but the range can be modified by
changing the dates and pressing the «Calculate» button.
The data is shown in different columns grouped into months and expressed in minutes.
*
*
*
*

*

Day: Each of the days within the date range selected.
Theoretical Presence: hours, minutes and seconds for which employees should be present.
Actual Presence: hours, minutes and seconds the employee was present.
Excess/Insufficient: Time difference between Theoretical Presence and Actual Presence once
adjusted for Justified Time (where applicable). This time will be shown in blue if positive and red if
negative.
Justified Absence: hours, minutes and seconds the employee was justifiably absent.

At the bottom of the table there is a total column totaling all the above columns.

o «Calculate». You can modify the range changing the Start Date/ End Date by pressing this
button. The data relating to the current month appears by default.
The following data appears as default:
* current month:
for example: February
* up to the current day of the month: for example: today is the 10th
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Glossary of Terms:
* Sign-Ins
To ensure that an employee’s sign-ins are calculated correctly they must always be in an even
number. This means that each sign-in should have a corresponding sign-out as a minimum,
there must be one of each to allow the employee’s hours to be counted.
* Event
Period of time calculated in processing an employee’s data.
Event Types:
* Presence
Period of time during which the employee was present, based around a sign-in on entry
and a sign-out on exit.
* Presence Pending
Period of time during which a user has entered but no exit has been recorded confirming
the employee’s presence.
* Theoretical Presence
A presence which theoretically should occur. Deduced based on the assigned schedule,
global holidays and justified absences for the type of holiday.
* Justified Absence
This is an absence for which the reason is known, which should not be recorded as a
normal absence and therefore is recorded as justified. The user can define holiday
justification types, allowing this time be deducted from real theoretical time.

Event Calculation.
The calculation of events for a user within a certain period of time is based on:
1. The user’s incidents as read during that period of time in chronological order.
2. The slots and the type of schedule assigned during this time period.
3. The type of event immediately prior to the incident’s date of occurrence where this exists.
Behaviour.
A sign-in which has as yet not generated an event and which falls within the range of a time slot
will behave in the following way:
o If there is a «Presence Pending» during this slot it will be recorded as a «Presence»,
and will then generate an «Absence» until the end of the time slot if the time remaining
is over the exiting courtesy time and the schedule is inflexible.
o The event will be recorded as «Presence Pending» if the time elapsed between the
last presence detected within this slot is greater than the entry threshold or if there is
no «Presence».
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o «Print». The «Total Summary» screen has a Print button, on pressing it a data preview is
shown which allows you to view the data as it would appear printed on paper.

Press

Data Preview Screen
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This report allows you to obtain a summary of hours recorded during a period (range between the
Start Date and End Date).
Then you can print (save in different file formats) and send by e-mail or cancel.
Toolbar shown on the data preview screen:

Functions of each of the buttons:
Find text: Find specific text in the report
Personalise: Personalise the report
Open: Open a document
Save: Save the report
Print: Send a printed copy
Rapid Print
Page Configuration
Edit page header or footer
Scale
Hand Tool
Zoom Buttons:
Zoom
Various Pages
Page Colour
Watermark
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Export the document into different formats:
Available Formats

Send the document by email
Available Formats

All formats will have their corresponding
Export Options.
For example: for PDF

All formats will have their corresponding
Export Options.
For example: for PDF

On pressing «Accept» the
report will be saved in the
chosen format and a new
message will be opened
to send it by email.

Close: Close the preview screen.
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Example of a PDF document generated.
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Justifications
Contains a table with the employee’s justified absences.
These can be edited, added to or deleted.

You can add Notes to the justifications (informative text).
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MAIN MENU - Presence Profile
The Presence Profile determines the role/alias to be used for an employee, department and/or
company when compiling presence data.
The Presence Profiles are defined on this screen.
Where the employee does not have an associated presence profile, that of his/her department
will be used, or where not available that of his/her company.
Shows a table with the defined profiles on the main panel.
You can edit, add and delete profiles. To edit a profile you just need to click on the profile name
and modify the name.
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MAIN MENU - Calendars
The Calendar screen is where we assign the working schedule to each profile. This option’s basic
operation requires the selection of working days at the planning stage as they appear on the screen
and assignment of a schedule to them. At this point the program considers that the employee is
required to complete his/her working schedule on the specified days, where this is not the case an
absence will be recorded.
Based on this screen the SCHEDULES are created and assigned a specific PROFILE within
certain DATES (days to be selected) to prepare the CALENDAR.

3
4

1
2

Below are the steps to follow in preparing a calendar:
1. Select Main Screen CALENDARS
2. Define SCHEDULES
3. Assign a SCHEDULE to a PROFILE
4. Select DAYS for a SCHEDULE
5. Assign RECURRENCE to a SCHEDULE (if necessary)
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Define Schedules
Defines a daily presence period to be completed by associated employee ( hours which according to
the specified schedule he/she must work). This is comprised of one or more presence slots which
indicate the time period during which the user must or should be present. Night Schedules can be
defined.
There can be two types:
Flexible Schedule
It allows a minimum number of hours as determined by schedule and within a time interval be
set.
Example: Start Time: 6:00
End Time: 22:00
Working Hours: 8
Flexible Schedule
End Time - 22:00

Start Time - 6:00
Slot: Working Hours: 8

Sign-In Interval

Start Time
Name
Description

Type

Working Hours
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Inflexible Schedule
Requires a sign-in within the interval between the Obligatory Start Time and End Time.
* Sign-in Interval (Start Time - End Time)
The period of time during which sign-ins are recorded to be used in computing presence data.
Sign-Ins outside this time period will be ignored. Reasonable margins should be allowed to
ensure sign-ins outside the obligatory interval (start time - end time) are not ignored.
* Obligatory Interval
This is the period of time to be used in calculating presences or absences within the Obligatory
Start Time and End Time.

Example: Start Time: 6:30 / Obligatory Start Time: 7:00
End Time: 15:30 / Obligatory End Time: 15:00
Working Hours: 8
Inflexible Schedule
Start Time:
6:30

Obligatory
Start Time:
7:00

Obligatory
End Time
15:00

End
Time
15:30

Slot: Working Hours: 8

Obligatory Interval
Sign-In Interval

Start Time

End Time

Name
Obligatory Start Time

Description
Type

Obligatory End Time

Inflexible
Flexible
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Example: Start Time: 6:30 / Obligatory Start Time: 7:00
End Time: 15:30 / Obligatory End Time: 15:00
Working Hours: 8
F1 - Sign-In: 6:35 / F2 - Sign-Out: 15:20
Start Time:
6:30

Sign-In:
6:35

Inflexible Schedule

Obligatory
Start Time:
7:00

Obligatory
End Time
15:00

End
Time
Sign-In: 15:30
15:20

Slot: Working Hours: 8

Obligatory Interval
Sign-In Interval
Start Time + Presence + End Time = 8 Hours
F1
Sign-In: 6:35
- opens presence data

F2
Sign-Out: 15:20
- closes presence data

Time Calculation:
- from 6:35 to 7:00 = 0 minutes (opens presence data and starts to record from the «Obligatory Start Time»)
- from 7:00 to 15:00 = 8 hours (Obligatory Interval)
- from 15:00 to 15:20 = 0 minutes (closes presence data and stops recording from the «Obligatory Start Time»)
TOTAL Hours Worked: 0 minutes + 8 hours + 0 minutes = 8 hours

Example: Start Time: 6:30 / Obligatory Start Time: 7:00
End Time: 15:30 / Obligatory End Time: 15:00
Working Hours: 8
F1 - Sign-In: 7:10 / F2 - Sign-Out: 15:20
Start Time:
6:30

Obligatory
Start Time:
7:00
Sign-In:
7:10

Inflexible Schedule

Obligatory
End Time
15:00

End
Time
Sign-In: 15:30
15:20

Slot: Working Hours: 8

Obligatory Interval
Sign-In Interval
Presence + End Time = 7 Hours 50 Minutes
F1
F2
Sign-Out: 15:20
Sign-In: 7:10
- closes presence data
- opens presence data
Time Calculation:
- from 7:10 to 15:00 = 7 hours 50 minutes (opens presence data within the Obligatory Interval)
- from 15:00 to 15:20 = 0 minutes (closes presence data and stops recording from the «Obligatory Start Time»)
TOTAL Hours Worked: 7 minutes + 50 hours + 0 minutes = 7 hours 50 minutes
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* Entering Courtesy Time
This is courtesy time on entry within the obligatory interval, (only for rigid schedules). If an
employee signs-in after the entry time indicated on the schedule and the sign-in is within the
entry margin, this sign-in will be considered as if it had occurred at the entry time indicated on
the schedule.
* Exiting Courtesy Time
This is courtesy time on exit within the obligatory interval, (only for rigid schedules). If an employee
signs-in before the exit time indicated on the schedule and the sign-in is within the exit margin,
this sign-in will be considered as if it had occurred at the exit time indicated on the schedule.
* Presence Time
Time the employee has been working between the first sign-in and the last sign-out before
adding/subtracting the entry and exit margins.
Example: Start Time: 6:30 / Obligatory Start Time: 7:00
Entering courtesy time: 10 minutes (7:10)
Exiting courtesy time: 10 minutes (14:50)
End Time: 15:30 / Obligatory End Time: 15:00
Working Hours: 8
Start Time
6:30

Obligatory
Entering
Start Time
Courtesy
Time
7:00
7:10

Inflexible Schedule
Exititing Courtesy Obligatory
Time
End Time
14:50
15:00

End
Time
15:30

Slot: Working Hours: 8
Entering
Courtesy
TIme

Obligatory Interval

Exiting
Courtesy
TIme

Sign-In Interval

Start Time

End Time

Name
Obligatory Start Time

Description
Type

Obligatory End Time

Inflexible
Flexible
Courtesy Time

Entering Courtesy Time
Exiting Courtesy Time
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* Overtime (Before working hour Overtime / After working hour Overtime)
Allows you define if presence data should be recorded outside the obligatory slot.
* Presence Hours with Overtime
Time that the employee has been working between the first sign-in and the last sign-out taking
overtime into account.
* Before working hour Overtime
Records presence data before the obligatory slot.
* After working hour Overtime
Records presence data after the obligatory slot.
Example: Start Time: 6:30 / Obligatory Start Time: 7:00
Before working hours overtime: 15 minutes (before 6:45)
End Time: 15:30 / Obligatory End Time: 15:00
After working hours overtime: 15 minutes (after 15:15)
Working Hours: 8 hours.

Inflexible Schedule

Start Before working Obligatory
Time hours overtime Start Time
6:30
6:45
7:00
Sign-In
6:35

Obligatory
End Time
15:00

After working End
hours overtime Time
15:30
15:15
Sign-In
15:20

Slot: Working Hours: 8
Before working
hours overtime

After working
hours overtime
Obligatory Interval
Sign-In Interval
Presence + Overtime = 8 Hours + 45 Minutes

F1
Sign-In: 6:35
- opens presence data
- overtime 6:35 to 7:00 = 25 minutes

F2
Sign-Out: 15:20
- closes presence data
- overtime 15:00:00 to 15:20:00 = 20 minutes

Start Time

End Time

Name
Obligatory Start Time

Description
Inflexible
Flexible

Type

Overtime
Before working hours Overtime
After working hours Overtime
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Assign a SCHEDULE to a PROFILE
CALENDAR: You can use this screen to create schedules and assign them to a specific profile within
a date range.

1. You select the Profile
to be associated with a
Schedule in the upper part
of the panel.

To assign a schedule to a profile just click on the schedule and drag it from the schedules table to the
day we want to assign it to on the calendar.
Once the schedule is set on the appropriate day you can extend it to the rest of the days in the week
clicking on any of the ends and expanding it across the relevant days.
Double clicking on the schedule once the profile has been assigned, a window appears with the Start
Date and End Date where you must enter the required time period.
Furthermore, using the «Recurrence» button you can set the profile to repeat daily, weekly, monthly or
annually up to a specific date.
Example:
Assign the «LAB Schedule» to the «LAB Profile» for the whole of 2009.
Start Date: 01/01/2009 End Date: 31/12/2009
1. Select the «LAB Profile», drag the «LAB Schedule».
2. Extend the schedule or double click on the schedule once it has been assigned to the profile.
A window appears with the Start and End Date.
Enter the below dates: (01/01/2009 - 31/12/2009).
3. The Calendar remains set with these dates.
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Select the
«LAB Profile»

Drag the
«LAB Schedule»
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Select DAYS for a SCHEDULE

Extend the
«LAB Schedule»

Double clicking on the schedule once the profile
has been assigned a window will appear with the
start and end date.
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Enter the below dates:
Start Date: 01/01/2009
End Date: 31/12/2009

The Calendar was
set for these dates
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Assign RECURRENCE to a SCHEDULE (if necessary)
Furthermore, using the «Recurrence» button you can set the profile to repeat daily, weekly, monthly or
annually up to a specific date.
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MAIN MENU - Status
This screen can be used to determine which employees are present at a specific moment in time.
The employees present at the current moment are shown by default, but using the date selector you
can select any moment in time for which we wish to obtain information on the employees present.
Once you have selected the required time, pressing the «Show All» button, a window will appear with
the photos of the employees present together with their name.
We can enter the employee’s name in the «Find» textbox, and their card will be brought up, assuming
they are present at that time.
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MAIN MENU - Presence
From here we have access to the presence panel from which we can preview and modify an employee’s
presence data.
The events shown relate to the year selected on the general panel
under the «View» option.
The presence panel can be sub-divided into 5 zones:
1. Event Type Selector
2. Employee Selector
3. Presence Calendar
4. Calendar Navigator
5. Detailed Calendar View

1
2
4

3

5

Each one is described separately below.
1.

Event Type Selector

This is comprised of 4 checkboxes from which we can select the type of events we want to be
shown: presence, absence, presence pending and justified absence.
Once one of these checkboxes has been selected, the presence calendar will be updated showing
the events relating to the chosen selection and will go to the most recent presence data of those
selected at that time, within the relevant year.
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2. Employee Selector
This is a drop-down list from which we can select the employee for whom we want to obtain
presence data.
Once we have selected the employee, the events shown will change to adjust to the selected
employee, the types of events ticked and the dates chosen.
3.

Presence Calendar

This calendar contains the types of events selected for the employee within the dates selected on
the calendar navigator.
•

Viewing Modes

These are various calendar viewing modes accessible by pressing on the calendar and selecting
days. Any view can be selected. If for example we want to check monthly presence data or
presence data for days ....etc.
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•

Editing Events

We can modify a specific event by double clicking on it.
The following window will then open. There we can see and modify the event type, the start and
end type and the event can also be deleted.

•

Event Creation

To create an event on a specific date we select the day clicking on it and then right clicking we can
select the «New Presence/Absence». The previous form will open and we configure the values
for the event we want to create: type, start and end date.
It is important to keep in mind that two different events cannot overlap, that is, they cannot occur at
the same moment in time. To this end, where the event we are modifying or creating results in a
conflict with another existing event, a message appears advising us of an error or preventing the
modification or creation of the event.
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•

Closing presences pending

To improve the pending presence transformation process for closed presence data an item has
been created which appears right clicking on a pending presence called «Close Presence».
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•

Checking Sign-In or Incidents

You can check the sign-ins generated on a specific day selecting them on the calendar and from
right click menu under «Incidents». To to do this you must select the day’s blue slot (this will change
to darker blue) as indicated.

Select the day’s
blue slot

This drop down list will show the times of each of the sign-ins for this employee on that day. It will
also indicate the reader on which it was recorded.
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•

Check time slots

You can check the time slots applied on this day for the particular employee. Selecting it on the
calendar and from the right click menu under «Time Slots». To to do this you must select the day’s
blue slot (this will change to darker blue) as indicated.

Select the day’s
blue slot

You can see the different time slots in the following formats:
(start time) obligatory start time - end time (obligatory end time).

4.

Calendar Navigator

This navigator is used to select the days we want to see on the presence calendar. The days
selected will appear on the navigator in blue and the presence data will be shown on the presence
calendar.
We can select the days on the navigator in different ways.
If they are consecutive days we press a day and drag the cursor over the days we want to select.
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We can also select by weeks clicking on the week number shown on the left of the month.

Select

Where we want to select non-consecutive days we can do it pressing and holding the «Control»
key while we click on the days to be selected.

We also use the same method to select non-consecutive weeks, press the «Control» key while
we click on the week to be selected.
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5. Detailed Calendar View
It consists of a table where we can see the types of events selected for the employee in question.
The table’s events are shown grouped into the type of event such that clicking on the group all the
events are shown.
A special function of this view is that if we press on any of the tables rows which correspond to an
event, the presence calendar will bring us to this event.
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